CPANL

™

LED Switchable Flat Panel

9-in-1 Panel for Everyday Ease
CPANL from Lithonia Lighting® offers the ultimate in mounting versatility,
color temperature flexibility and lumen options. The integrated driver
allows this low-profile panel to mount directly to a hard ceiling, integrate
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in to a standard T-grid ceiling or suspend with aircraft cables. CPANL is
the ideal solution when traditional flat panels with external drivers will
not accommodate the project’s mounting requirements. The switchable
lumen and switchable color temperature feature adds to the versatility of
CPANL, providing nine panel solutions in one. CPANL is ideal for both new
construction and renovation for applications such as healthcare facilities,
education, commercial office, retail and more.
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Features and Benefits:
 Switchable lumen range supports a variety of tasks and mounting heights
 Switchable color temperature feature provides flexibility to adjust CCT right on
the jobsite
 Ultra-thin housing design enables surface flush, surface box, suspension and
recessed mounting options
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 Integrated driver capable of 10% dimming and 120-277VAC operation
 High-performance LEDs provide more than 60,000 hours of reliable illumination
 Available in 1x4, 2x2 and 2x4 configurations to suit your application needs
 All sizes fixtures are a part of the Contractor Select™ program

Commercial Indoor

CPANL™ LED Flat Panel
CPANL Offers Maximum Versatility

CPANL is precision-engineered for unrestricted mounting opportunities. The integral driver sits recessed below the frame
making it perfect for direct ceiling mounting the CPANL to a hard surface. CPANL’s rigidity and ultra thin design creates clean
lines for suspension mounting. Integral T-grid clips make mounting in a T-grid ceiling a breeze.
 CPANL offers 3 sizes (1x4, 2x2, 2x4) each with adjustable lumen output (ALO) for
three lumen packages in one panel and switchable color temperature (SWW) for
three color temperatures in one panel
 Distributors can stock 24 less SKU’s by stocking 3 CPANL ALO/SWW SKUs
 Contractors have a 9x better chance they have what the customer needs and can
make game time decisions on jobsite

Direct Ceiling Mount Kit
The CPANL fixture paired with a Direct Ceiling Mount Kit (DCMK) bracket provides
a crisp and clean aesthetic with a solution that extends less than 1.6" below your
ceiling. DCMK accessory bracket sold separately with minor assembly required.
 Minimal 5/16" gap from ceiling to fixture
 Accommodate all 3 sizes of CPANL with only 2 DCMK SKUs
 Audible locking click let’s you know exactly when the CPANL is correctly in place
 Clip teather cable for easy wiring
See CPANL specification sheet for full list of compatible accessories.

Ordering Information
Catalog Number

UPC

Description

Nominal Lumens

Color Temperature

CRI

Voltage

CPANL 1X4 ALO1 SWW7 M4

194995124930

1x4 Fully Switchable Flat Panel

4,000/5,000/6,000

3500/4000/5000K

80CRI

MVOLT (120-277V)

CPANL 2X2 ALO1 SWW7 M4

194995124923

2x2 Fully Switchable Flat Panel

2,200/3,300/4,400

3500/4000/5000K

80CRI

MVOLT (120-277V)

CPANL 2X4 ALO6 SWW7 M2

194995124916

2x4 Fully Switchable Flat Panel

4,000/5,000/6,000

3500/4000/5000K

80CRI

MVOLT (120-277V)

DCMK 14

19499531726

DCMK Accessory Bracket for
1x4 CPANL

DCMK 224

194995031719

DCMK Accessory Bracket for
2x2 and 2x4 CPANL
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